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The death of a human is always a
shock, even when you expect it. Death is
still an enemy, says Scripture (I Corin
thians 15:26), and the bloodofthe saints
is precious to the LORD; God doesn’t
want it spilled or lost (Psalm 72:12-14).
You have to dig deep into the roots of
your faith when suddenly one who has
been part of your life is gone, dis
appeared, as Christ did in the grave once
upon a time. You need to hear the
promise of the Lord that the resurrection
and everlasting life is real for those who
are in Christ’s body. It is real now (John
5:24). Bernard is with the Lord, pro
bably discussing the next decade of the
church at large and the Institute there
too.

The LORD is my light and my
salvatioiç whom shall Ifear?

The LORD is the stronghold ofmy
life; of whom shall I be afraid?

I believe thatlshall see the goodness
of the LORD in the land of the
living! (Psalm 2 7:1, 13)

This favourite Psalm of his mother
was great comfort to Bernard during his
ten-month ordeal with cancer. Josina
and he used the shadow ofdeath to re-set
their priorities on what is humanly im
portant Having the time to come to
terms with the end of one’s life can be a
blessing of sorts, if Psalm 27 is your
guide. Bernard gave new counsel to
workaholics, deepened still more his
vision and love for Reformed faith in
action, took comfort in the younger gen
eration he had trained in political theoiy
who now taught in various Christian
colleges and institutions, and Bernard
knew with certainty that he had nothing
to fear. The LORD knew his heartfelt
desire to rest in the mercy of God’s
faithful, covenantal love.

Bernard served the Institute for
Christian Studies, especially as its prin
cipal and president, in difficult times. As
a man of flesh and blood he was not
perfect, but as a man of resolute faith,
clear vision, and sterling perspective, he
pulled the Institute through as no other
person could have. People trusted
Bernard. He could articulate with fer
vour the longings all ofus had for a firmly
rooted, biblically Reformed perspective
that had large compass and evangelical
passion. Bernard knew how to capture
the genius of what we stood for as a
Reformational institution of higher
learning. And he knew the importance of
scholarship and its role in shaping the
next generation of leaders in the church,
community, and country.

We have already missed Bernard at
ICS during his unplanned “sabbatical.”
Missing him will become poignant now
since we cannot expect him back. His
troubles, however, are over. And as we
carry on at the Institute, and elsewhere
— those who loved Bernard — trying to
be faithful at our task ofreforming culture
as a communion of saints until it be
conformed to the Will ofGod, we will do
well to hearthe words ofPsalm 27 which
have given stamina and comfort to Josina
and Bernard:

Wait for the LORD.
Be strong, and let your heart take
courage; yes, wait for the LORD!
(Psalm 27:14)

- Calvin Seerveld



In This Issue
In this first issue of Perspective in

1986, we’re introducing a new look to
our newsletter. We’re doing that for
several reascms, including the two that
I’ll share with you now.

The current academic year continues
to be an exciting one. We’re seeing the
Lord’s blessings at ICS in various ways:
the appointment of Dr. Clifford Pitt as
new ICS president has resulted in a
renewed enthusiasm for the mission of
the Institute which is shared by ICS staff
and supporters alike. Newly-appointed
Senior Member Harry H. Fernhout’s
pioneer efforts in establishing an educa
tion program are creating considerable
interest, especially among Christian
school teachers. Our supporters are let
ting us know that they sense and appre
ciate that it’s a new day at ICS.

We hope the new look forPerspective
reflects this excitement of looking ahead
to new possibilities for ICS. We also
want the new look to herald the celebra
tion of thirty years of hard work on the
part of many Christians to promote
Christian higher education in North
America. Throughout the coming year
we plan to highlight the achievements of
the InsIitute and its mother-organiza
tions during those thirty years. We begin
that series in this issue with the remini
scences of Mr. Casper Vanderiet, one of
the original four who began to put the
dream for a Christian university into
action.

We wish for you an enlightening and
pleasant reading experience throughout
the coming year. AVG

By Clifford C. Pitt

That the Lord’s people should pray
for us is the greatest single need of the
Institute for Christian Studies!

What to pray for?

First, and most important of all,
please pray that we will be truly Reform
ed in the leadership ICS seeks to give
through our senior members’ research
and thinking and public speaking and
publishing. By definition, Reformed
makes change imperative: not change for
the sake of change, not change that
issues from some sort of itch for variety,
not for change which is merely a rebel
ling against the Establishment, but
change called for by an honest examina
tion and re-examination of the Bible.

In our personal lives we are exhorted
by Scripture “not to let the world around
us squeeze us into its own mold” (Phillips)
but “to be transformed by the renewing
of our minds” (Romans 12:2 - NIV).
Inevitably, to be transformed, to be re
formed, is to engage in an exercise of
change. Change is not an option for the
Christian; it is an imperative. And that
imperative doubtless applies not only to
our own personal spiritual lives but also
to every aspect of church life and cultural
life.

But there are at least two major
problems which may hinder attempts to
provide that transforming, re-forming
leadership which is expected of the Insti
tute for Christian Studies. The first
resides in our faculty and staff Is it to be
wondered at that they are just as sinful
as you and I have discovered ourselves
to be over the years? They are just as
susceptible to unconscious prejudice,
pride, slothfulness, to a lack of wisdom
in speaking the truth, to a thinking too
much of themselves as God’s gift to the
Church (as I deeply believe them truly to
be), as you and I might well be if we had
the uniquely valuable talents which God
has so richly bestowed upon them. Right?
If that is so, then your and my respon
sibility to them becomes crystal clean
we must pray for thenil To send us
dollars — and God knows how desper
ately we need your dollars — is not
enough; indeed, is not even the most
important need. If we believe, as many
of you profoundly do, that the Institute

is potentially capable of establishing
peculiarly strategic beachheads in aca
demic areas presently held by the Prince
of Darkness; if we truly believe that we
fight not against flesh and blood but
“against the powers of this dark world
and against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly realms” (Ephesians 6:12 -

MV), then you and I must be driven to
pray. Pray fervently that we will not
mistake our ideasforHis min4 that the
Sovereign Lord will guide us through
the Holy Spirit in every thing we do, in
every path we take.

A second difficulty in effective Re
formed leadership may lie at the door of
the Christian community. Let me repeat,
being open to being transformed, re
formed by God through Scriptures
demands an openness to change. And
change is almost always disturbing,
often threatening, especially to actions
set in the cement of centuries-old tradi
tion. The sixteenth-century Protestant (Reformation, the work of Luther and
Calvin, certainly rocked the Church of
that day! But change must be effected
within a certain framework of stability,
too. The Bible warns us against being
“blown here and there by every word of
teaching” (Ephesians 4:14 - MV).
Especially over the last ten years or so,
my own experience has remarked how
often pastors and teachers whom I
respect enormously for their love of
God, for their sacrificial dedication to
His work, and for their deep knowledge
ofthe Bible, may nevertheless find them
selves on different sides in the inter
pretation of a given Scripture passage.
This is not to say that both are right It is
to say that we need to seek on our knees
“the wisdom that comes from heaven
(that is) first of all pure, then peace
loving, considerate, submissive, full of
mercy and good fruit, impartial and
sincere” (James 3:17 -NIV). Pray then
for the Church — that means for all ofus.
Pray fervently and without ceasing that
God will somehow give to His people a
perfect balance between, on the one
hand, an openness to biblical change to (which the Holy Spirit would call us; and ‘

on the other, a steadfast holding to the
eternal truths of God’s Word.

continued on page 3
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Pray for us then, brothers and sisters,
that out of full hearts and study devoted
to the Lord, we may produce teachings
and leadership which reflect the mind of
God and His alone. And pray for all of
us and all of you that our supporting
constituency may have God’s mind, not
man’s mind, in responsibly receiving
and acting upon and sharing with others
the ministry which the Institute has to
offer.

There is absolutely nothing I covet
more than that the Lord should move
His people to pray for the Institute for
Christian Studies. Pray in the privacy of
your closet, pray at the family table;
please pray in your churches; pray some
times when you gather in some friendly
home. I beseech you: pray for us to God.
We are completely dependent upon His
working in us. L

Just as Perspective was going to
print, we learned of the death ofBernard
Zylstra and decided to stop the presses
so that we could include this news and a
tribute to him in this issue. Hence, it
comes to your mailbox later than usual.

Since all the articles, including Dr.
Pitt’s piece, “From the President’s Pen”
had already been typeset, they do not
make mention of Dr. Zyistra’s death.
However, Dr. Pitt has requested a post
script to his column.

In the December 1984 issue ofPer
spective, Dr. Zyistra wrote, “I have
come to the conclusion that the institu
tional renewal of IC S will require new
leadership. We need new blood. With
respect to the question at hand — we
need a new president

“I hope a new president will come
from outside of the ICS staff; will re

9 a.m., Tuesday, March 4, 1986

There has been a death in the family.
The house is hushed and the only sounds
are the low murmurings of voices as the
news of the passing of Dr. Bernard
Zyistra, expected, yet shocking in its
finality, is told to members of the faculty
and staff, and to the students.

This morning, at approximately 7
a.m., after a 10-month battle with cancer,
Bernie died. He was 51.

The cancer which left Bernie’s body
a mere shell also lent his spirit a peace
fulness which he was able to share with
those who came to comfort him in his
illness, and who came away comforted
by him.

12:45 p.m., Friday, March 7

Dr. George Vandervelde leads a
special chapel service in honor ofBernie,
to give voice to the profound sense of
loss felt at ICS. He notes that in weak
ness Bernie, paradoxically found a deep
strength — the same brand of strength
which Paul writes of discovering in 2
Corinthians 12. The Lord tells Paul,
“My grace is sufficient to you, for my
power is made perfect in weakness.”

7 p.m.

Approximately 400 attend a mem

present a different generation, will bring
a new reservoir of insight and experiences,
will bring healing where today there is
tension, will soon win the confidence of
the supporting constituency, and will lay
the basis for expanding our work.”

The man who fit that bill turned out
to be Dr. Pitt, and in reflecting on the
impact Bernard made during his life, Dr.
Pitt called him “one of the outstanding
gifts of God to the Church.”

He described Bernard as a statesman,
rather than a politician, who painted a
vision with broad strokes, a Christian
strategist who saw that to affect scholar
ship with a Christian, Reformed per
spective was foundational, and the gradu
ate school as the cornerstone of the
whole educational enterprise.

“Before I accepted the appointment,
I talked to friends in the evangelical-
theological world, and it became quite
clear that Bernard was well respected
outside as a spokesman for the Reformed
tradition and scholarship.

“I used him as a counsellor when he
was ill. He always put things into an
historical perspective,” Dr. Pitt said.

orial service held at Yorkminster Park
Baptist Church in Toronto where Dr.
Lewis B. Smedes, professor of theology
and ethics at Fuller Theological Semin
ary in Pasadena, Cal. is the liturgist
Tributes are given by Dr. Uko Zylstra,
brother, Dr. Paul Marshall, colleague,
and Dr. Al Wolters, friend.

As the youngest in a family of nine
children, Uko looked up to his older
brother Bernie. In a moving tribute, he
recalls that it was Bernie who stimulated
his interest in reading and education as
they carried out chores at the family
farm together. It was Bernie who “inte
grated work, play and education” as
they pulled radishes and onions to sell at
the produce market

Bernie was a man whose life was
marked by consistent direction, Marshall
says in remembering his former teacher
and colleague.

“His eyes were fixed on a single goal
— to uplift the glory of God through
higher education.”

Marshall describes Bernie as a”great
man” who was able to take a part of an
idea and put it into the context of a
broader vision, continued On page 4

by Carol-Ann Veenkamp

Memorial Service Held for Zylstra

Dr. Bernard Zyistra in afamiliarpose
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Zylstra continued from page 3

Eight weeks before his death, Bernie
asked Al Wolters to visit him. It was at
this meeting that he requested Wolters to
speak at this special service as a friend.

Wolters describes Bernie as aman of
“contagious vision,” as a speaker with
an ability to “electrify his audience.”
But, he says, there was something else
that made him like Bernie — a man born
in humble circumstances, nurtured on a
particular brand of Calvinism, who did
not seek to be anything else — a man of
fundamental simplicity.

“I liked and trusted him,” he says.

Wolters also recalls that at times he
had been disappointed with Bernie and
let him know that. But Bernie was able to
“accept that criticism in love.”

In his final months, Bernie lived in
the Psalms and told Wolters that his
confession was best stated in Psalm
116:1. “I love the Lord, because he has
heard.” And Wolters says his last words
to Bernie were, “Bernie, you’ve been a
good friend.”

Smedes first encountered Bernie as a

“wide-eyed seminary student” whose
brilliance taught him to be humble, that a
teacher doesn’t have to be smarter than
his student, but merely to serve as the
spark.

Smedes tells the audience that it
seems so right that he was invited to
participate in “this sad and wonderful
day,” especially since he also performed
the ceremony which united Josina Van
Nuis and Bernard Zylstra in marriage in
1959.

But when Josina phoned with the
news of the diagnosis last June, Smedes
said the God he had come to know as
gracious suddenly seemed like an absent
deity.

He confesses that although he hasn’t
come to peace with Bernie’s death, he
acknowledges that the divine co-author
ofBernie’s life story knows that the story
is complete for now.

“Does it matter how long the story
is?” Smedes asks, adding that when a
story pulls together, with all the parts
fitting, it’s time for celebration.

The Lord will vindicate Bernie’s
death, he says, because he walked in
integrity.

Three ways of testing if you are

walking in integrity is to ask whether you
have obeyed your holy orders — your
calling, your sense of commitment, and
finding Christ at the core of your ex
istence, Smedes says.

Bernie had a sense of that calling,
and Smedes says he felt it was somewhat
ironic that a man of Bernie’s brilliance,
on the brink ofpushing back the frontiers,
became an administrator.

Don’t ask how Bernie felt about
himself, how many learned articles he
wrote, or how he handled his adminis
trative duties, Smedes cautions. Instead
ask what commitments he dared to keep.
Bernie created an island of certainty in
an ocean of uncertainty. He was there
when he said he would be.

And at the deepest and central point
ofBernie’s makeup, we find Jesus Christ,
Smedes says; the body is a mere piece of
fluff.

The subplots of our lives enter the
huge plot ofChrist’s story, Smedes points
out. “It is so transparent to me that
Bernard Zyistra wrote a fine story.”

“Vindicate him Lord, for he walked
in integrity,” Smedes concludes.

FROM AMSTERDAM
March 6, 1986

Free University ofAmsterdam
To the executive board, staff and stu
dents ofICS:

On behalf of the Association for
Christian Higher Education, the board
of the Central Interfaculty and execu
tive board of the Free University of
Amsterdam (FUA) and all those at the
FUA who are involved with the work of
ICS, I offer my sincere condolences on
thepassing ofDr. Bernard Zylstra Our
thoughts andprayers are with hisfamily
who need support in this time ofgreat
loss.

Dr. Zylstra was a man who has
made a great contribution to the cause
of Christian hig’her education both in
Canada and in the international Re
formed community. With his incessant
enthusiasm and conviction, he strove
for close cooperation among all those
involved in Christian higher education.

The contact between ICS and FUA
(Dr Zylstra was an alumnus and ex
staff member of FUA) was to a large

extent initiated by him and led to the
most fruitful contact.

May God rçceive him in his mercy.

MJ Brinkman,
Chairman,
Executive Board ofFUA

March 7, 1986

Dear Dr. Pitt and Colleagues at the
Institute:

The entire Calvin College com
munity was saddened this week at the
news ofBernard Zyistra’s death. Even
though we expected it, we were re
minded again that death, in a sense,
always takes us by surprise, especially
among those we cherish and love. So we
are stunneth sympathy, empathy and
reflections fill our hearts and minds.
We mourn with you today at the loss of
a very special person in the community
of Calvin as well as the Institute. We
shall miss Bernie very much.

But the Calvin community today
sends Dr. Gordon Spykman, leading a

small delegation of close friends and
family and colleagues, to join with you
in thanking Godfor thefruitful life and
rich contributions ofHis servan4 Ber
nard Zylstra. We are grateful that we
could pay tribute to Bernard while he
was still among us — and that we could
hear together his powerful testimony to
the grace of God. That testimony shall
remain both a comfort and challenge to
each ofusfor years to come. We thank
GoEL

In the spirit of Christian love and
collegiality which links our institutions,
we wish for you this day comfort and
peace.

Shalom

Anthony J. Diekema
President,
Calvin College

(
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Casper
Vanderiet
recalls
opening night

by Carol-Ann Veenkamp

The year was 1956. The wave of
immigrants flooding to Canada from the
Netherlands had peaked and the new
Canadians began to look around them at
a land which was still foreign to them,
yet full of promise.

While most of the Dutch immigrants
set their sights on establishing Christian
day schools for their children to attend,
four men in the Toronto area looked
beyond elementary school education to
a Canadian Christian university for
those students to attend.

With the pioneer spirit which had
brought them to Canada, Rev. August
Guillaume, Rev. Henry A. Venema,

( Peter Speelman, and Casper Vanderiet
drafted their dream for a Christian uni
versity into a constitution to govern an
organization which would form the seed
of the Institute for Christian Studies
(ICS).

Group of four

The only member of the original
group of four still living is Casper Van
deriet, now 76, of Etobicoke, Ont. In a
recent interview he reminisced about the
opening days of a drama which would
rock the Christian Reformed Church in
North America to its very foundations as
the seed of an idea flourished into a
graduate school.

“We had no idea how big a task it
would be,” Mr. Vanderiet says recalling
those early discussions with Guillaume,
Venema, and Speelman. “It was an act
of faith.”

Vanderiet acutely felt the need for a
Christian university based on reforma
tional principles in Canada. He explains
that in the early ‘SOs there were many
immigrants from Holland, but very few
were leaders in intellectual areas.

He compares the need for a Christian
university in Canada then to the great
gap in education which convinced

Abraham Kuyper to found the Free
University of Amsterdam in 1880.
Kuyper knew that in order to have
Christian leadership, there needed to be
a university, Vanderiet explains.

The original group of four expanded
to include eight and they invited 60 more
to attend the first membership meeting of
the Association for Reformed Scientific
Scholarship (ARSS), the forerunner of
the Association for Advanced Christian
Scholarship (AACS).

Opening night jitters

Before that meeting, the group had
opening night jitters, and were not at all
confident that the Christian community
would embrace their idea for a Christian
university, especially at a time when
many could not see a need for higher
education, Vanderiet recalls.

But the membership meeting held
June 26, 1956, “was athingofjoy” and
it wasn’t until a November meeting that
the group began to taste the bitter fruits
of dissension.

According to Vanderiet three distinct
groups attended the November meeting:
the American home missionaries, the
Dutch immigrants, and the Groen Van
Prinsterer Club led by Dr. H. Evan
Runner of Calvin College.

Strong opposition to the idea was
voiced by the American home mission
aries, but the Groen Club, which included
an “enthusiastic young fellow by the
name of Bernie Zylstra” was “excited
and inspired,” Vanderiet says. (Zyistra’s
enthusiasm for the project was so great
that he later became the first principal
and president of ICS in addition to being
a senior member in political theory.)

During the first years, the organiza
tion sponsored student conferences and
lecture tours featuring prominent Dutch
theologians and philosophers who pro
moted the cause of a Christian university.
By the time ICS became a reality in
1967, the membership of the AACS had
swelled to 2,000.

continued dnpage 6

Casper Vanderiet pages through a book in the ICS library.
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Vanderie4 continuedfrom page 5

While Vanderiet served as treasurer
for the board during the early years, he
credits Guillaume with being the real
leader of the movement and describes
him as a “great man.”

ICS is invaluable

Although ARSS did not spawn the
comprehensive university its founders
had envisioned back in 1956, Vanderiet
still sees ICS’s role as a graduate school
as invaluable, especially in preparing
college and university professors to
teach from a Christian perspective.

He expresses a disappointment that
many scholars from the Christian com
munity bypass ICS on their way to
doctorate degrees.

“Many study and go to university
and forget there is an ICS. They separate
intellectual knowledge from Church

beliefs. They take the secular view of
science and teach it to their students,” he
says.

And Vanderiet has not let go of his
dream for ICS to become a Christian
university modelled after the Free Uni
versity, although he realizes that com
pared to the Free’s century of existence,
ICS is still very young.

Similarly, Vanderiet did not bury his
dream to go on to university himself.
After he retired, he enrolled at the Uni
versity of Toronto where he obtained. a
B.A. last June. This year he is working
on achieving an Honors B.A.

Senior student

Vanderiet recalls that as a teenager
he attended high school, but his formal
education came to an end when his
father decided it was time for him to go to
work. He became a member of the Free
University but never had the oppor

tunity to study there. Soon after his
marriage, World War Two broke out
and occupied the world. After immi
grating with his family to Canada, he
opened a bookstore in Weston where he
could spend his days among the books he
loved.

Last fall Vanderiet was finally able
to conduct research at the Free Univer
sity’s library when he discovered that
Robart’s Library in Toronto didn’t have
the books on William of Orange which
he needs to complete his independent
course.

Casper Vanderiet is a man of vision.
Without the trail he and the others
blazed through unknown territory, plans
for the Institute for Christian Studies
would still be on the drawing table. His
act of faith 30 years ago stands out as an
example to us all.

by Carol-Ann Veenkamp

On February 10, ICS staff held a
farewell lunch and reception for the man
whose name has become synonymous
with that of the Institute for Christian
Studies in British Columbia — Nick
Loenen.

For the past eight years, Loenen has
worked for the Development department
of ICS, carrying out tasks including
fundraising, promotion, educational
services, and organizing the annual
summer conferences in B.C.

Currently an alderman with the
municipality of Richmond, Loenen is a
living example of his conviction that
Christians must actively contribute to
the communities in which they live.

As he embarks on his second term as
alderman, Loenen says he’s finding the I

job a “real learning experience.”

At first Loenen feared that the job of
alderman would prove mundane. Instead,
he’s found the position entails much
more than dealing with issues concern
ing sidewalks, streetlights, and garbage
removal. Rather, every dimension of
human life is present in the neighbour
hood under his jurisdiction.

Nick Loenen

Confronts issues
He cites as an example an issue

which arose last spring when he was
confronted with a motion at council to
declare Richmond nuclear weapons free.
Loenen proposed an amendment to that
motion by adding that Richmond should
also be declared abortion free on the
basis that council should promote life
and be against all forms of violence.
However, he discovered that most of the
people who are concerned about the
arms race don’t worry about abortion
and vice versa Council voted his amend-

ment down, but the local press gave it
good coverage he said.

Loenen strives to demonstrate a
more wholistic, integrated approach to
problems which arise in his municipality
rather than choosing a quick, easy solu- (
tion which may be more politically
prudent.

He’s learned that it’s very difficult to
change systems, but has found himself
surprised on more than one occasion to
realize the extent to which his words and
actions as a Christian have influenced

“If you think you can change the
system quickly, the answer is no,” he
says. “Politics are often dealt with super
ficially or for special interest groups.
When you do your best for the whole
community, that rubs off on those around
you, and they in turn are less prone to
follow narrow self-interests.”

“I would encourage as many Chris
tian people as possible to get involved in
politics. It’s been a real blessing in my
life,” he urges.

Theoretical work vital

The theoretical work which IC S does
is of vital importance to the practitioner
involved on a dày to day basis in politics,
he points out. (

“Most issues are very complex; the
curse of politics is that we flee from the

continued on page 7

1

Loenen leaves ICS after
eight years as B.C. rep.

others.
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Loenen, continued from page 6

complex, and try to deal with matters in

( a quick easy way and reduce things so
people can readilyunderstand them,” he
says.

“ICS attempts to deal with the com
plexities and to do justice to them. A lot
of issues are dealt with by politicians on
an economic dimension. Here I find
Dooyeweerd’s modal scale very helpful.
I take an issue and run it through the
scale, and often see things others miss.”

Loenen has his own support group
within the Richmond Christian Reformed
Church, which functions to advise and
encourage him. He doesn’t see the group
as another source of political pressure.

As opposed to pressure groups formed
by fishermen or pensioners, his church
group acts in the capacity of service
rather than self-interest, he explains.

Loenen says he’s been asked by the
secular press if he considers himself the
mouthpiece of the Christian community,
and to that he answers no. Rather, he
responds that he serves the entire
community.

He believes that the real motivation
of government should be to do what is
just and right, not to see how many
groups it can please. Christian groups
should keep telling government this, he
counsels.

Influenced by ICS

Loenen says his whole life has been
influenced by ICS and its particular
approach to Christianity. As a boy he
listened to professors who came from
Holland to promote the cause of the
Association for the Advancement of
Christian Scholarship (AACS), and in
his late teens he was a disciple of Dr. H.
Evan Runner who challenged the secu

larization of North American culture
with the antidote of a Reformed tradition.

It was at an AACS conference held
in B.C. one summer that Loenen and his
wife Jayne decided that he would return
to school, even though he was a high
school drop-out and had a family of four
children to support.

After four years at the University of
British Columbia (UBC), he emerged
with a diploma in executive manage
ment. The following year he returned to
UBC to start work towards a master’s
degree in philosophy.

Although Loenen’ s formal ties with
IC S have been cut, he will continue to
promote the work ofICS and to apply its
theory to his practice as he serves the
people of Richmond.

by Carol-Ann Veenkamp
ICS senior member in education,

Harry Femhout, successfully defended
his doctoral thesis at the Ontario Institute

‘ for Studies in Education (OISE) on
December 20, 1985.

Fernhout’s oral examination on a
thesis entitled, “Moral Autonomy and
Faith Commitment Conflict or Inte
grality?” was attended by ICS senior
member in philosophical theology, Dr.
James Olthuis.

Olthuis reports that a highlight of
Fernhout’s examination was the pre
sence of Dr. Lawrence Kohlberg — a
man whose conception of the idea of
moral autonomy Fernhout critiqued in
his thesis — as one of the examiners.

According to Olthuis, Kohlberg was
impressed with the thesis and described
it as well-researched and well-argued
even though he was unable to share
Fernhout’ s conclusions.

The other examiners, including Dr.
Roger Hutchinson ofEmmanuel College,
University of Toronto, and Drs. Clive
Beck, John Eisenberg, and Dwight Boyd
(who also served as supervisor of Fern-
hout’s graduate studies and as chairman

( of his thesis committee) of the Depart
ment of History and Philosophy of Edu
cation at OISE, challenged Fernhout’s
analysis on a number of points, and
while they clearly respected his view-

point, some basic disagreements were
evident

Spirited “conversation”

Olthuis describes the examination as
a spirited “conversation” with Fernhout
about the issues raised in his thesis and
its practical implications. In a recent
interview, Fernhout explained why and
how he chose to tackle the issue of
moral/values education in his doctoral
dissertation.

“When I started my graduate studies
at OISE in 1979, I soon learned that the
field of moral/values education is an
area in which the struggle to shape the

religious direction of modern education
is very much out in the open. Moral!
values education simply can’t avoid basic
questions concerning the nature of
human beings and the meaning of life.

“I also found that key thinkers in
moral/values education attach a lot of
importance to the ideal of ‘moral aut
onomy.’ Moral autonomy really has two
meanings; it refers both to the notion that
morality should be seen as autonomous
and to the idea that (moral) persons
should be autonomous.

“To be autonomous means to be a
law unto oneself. A ‘soft’ interpretation
of the two senses of moral autonomy
might be acceptable to Christians;
morality does have distinct criteria or
laws, and persons are called to exercise
moral responsibility. But if this double
edged concept of moral autonomy is
understood in a ‘strong sense, it runs
counter to an integrally Christian view of
life. An emphasis on the autonomy of
morality is then employed to declare
morality’s independence from ‘religion’
and the idea of autonomy of the person
proclaims that humans are their own
moral law-givers.

Examines moral autonomy

“My thesis begins by examining the
meaning and philosophical rootage ofthe

continued on page 8

Fernhout completes doctoral thesis
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Philosophy is, I think, the studypar
excellence where you never have studied
enough. So, it is a good thing to prolong
your time as a student in this discipline
as long as possible. The common saying
“life begins at 40” goes quite well for
philosophers. Most of the important con
tributions to philosophy are written by
people who were in their 40s. The best
way to spend the time before you write
this book “that will change the world” is
to keep on studying. That is the main
reason why I am spending this academic
year at ICS.

Last summer I finished my doctoraal
examen at the Free University in Am
sterdam. I studied social philosophy
with professor Sander Griffloen. (N.B.
In the last Perspective I was introduced
as a student in economics. This is clearly
a mistake since the only book I ever read
on economics is Bob Goudzwaard’s
Capitalism and Progress, and I still
don’t understand economic processes.)
During my work for my master-thesis I
got involved in a research project with
Dr. Henk E. S. Woldring on the philo
sophical backgrounds of human rights.

In international politics human rights
are often considered as a common basis
of understanding which can be recog
nized and accepted by human beings as
such. For me it is a question whether
present rights-talk lays too much of a

Fernhout, continued from page 7
idea of moral autonomy. I examine the
contribution of Lawrence Kohlberg,
against the background of the philosophy
of Immanuel Kant, and argue that their
shared emphasis on moral autonomy
goes hand in hand with narrow (mis-)
interpretations of the nature of religious
commitment

“Further I argue that Kant’s and
Kohlberg’s strong conceptions of moral
autonomy are rooted in particular beliefs
about the nature ofhuman beings. While
these beliefs are not recognized (by
them) as religious beliefs, they are
accepted in faith and anchor their thinking

“The second part of the thesis argues
that it is possible, within a life perspec
tive which starts with an integral view of
religious faith, to take account ofsome of
the concerns of those who advocate
moral autonomy as an ideal. To that end,
the thesis first provides a reinterpreta
tion of faith as something central to life.

“Next, I reinterpret the idea of aut
onomy of morality, arguing that it is

Meet a New Student:
Hans Groen

burden on a concept which is a hybrid of
legal and ethical notions. The legal

possible to recognize morality as a dis
tinct area ofconcern( thus having its own
law) while also recognizing the integral
role of faith in moral life. Then I reinter
pret the idea of the autonomy of the
person, arguing that from a Christian
point of view, persons are called to be
responsible, self-directed beings. While
rejecting the idea of ultimate human
autonomy, we can set responsibility and
self-direction as Christian educational
goals.

“Two-sided ideal”

“The underlying theme of the thesis
is that views of moral education which
stress the two-sided ideal of moral aut
onomy incorporate a biased interpreta
tion of the nature and role of religious
faith and embody a particular faith bias.
And since other viable perspectives
(such as that developed in the thesis) are
available, there is no compelling reason
why secular perspectives emphasizing
moral autonomy should be considered
neutral and ‘publically acceptable’ in
education while an integrally Christian

aspect is stressed too much, at the neg
lect of differences in moral ends and
cultural and economic prerequisites for
realization of human rights. (

Since my master-thesis explored
related problems in (social) ethics
(though in a different context), I thought
it a good thing to enlarge my insight in
the political and legal aspects of human
rights theories. Being at the Free Uni
versity, names such as ICS and Paul
Marshall are the first which come to
your mind — so here I am.

Of course, the judgment is not mine
whether my work will change the world.
Rather, I think this year at ICS will
change my world. This change has not to
do with the content of Christian scholar
ship (after all, I studied at the Free),
rather it has to do with being in a
different culture and studying in a com
munity of people who want to serve the
Kingdom. Preserve this gift to the Chris
tian community. 1}

perspective is judged unacceptable.
Both perspectives are rooted in (conflict
ing) faith orientations, and, in a reli
giously pluralistic society, both should
be officially permitted to come to educa
tional expression.

‘I’m grateful for having had the
opportunity to make these kinds of argu
ments in a secular setting. I learned a lot
about doing Christian scholarship in a
way that people who don’t share my
convictions can understand. And while I
didn’t convince my professors to change
their basic perspective, I think I did
convince them to look at the relation of
faith and moral education in a different
light”

Harry Fernhout will receive his doc
torate degree this spring. Currently he
teaches a course on contemporary
Christian philosophy of education at
ICS and has aided ICS’s Curriculum (
Committee in developing a one-year
master’s degree program in education
for implementation at the Institute
this falL JJ

Hans Groen is apolitical theory student
at ICS.

New tape available

The Candy Man’s Gone by Richard
Middleton and The University and its
Discontents by Brian Walsh are now
available from ICS on tape. Both talks
are on one tape and feature the keynote
lectures given at the ICS Discovery
conference held in November of 1985.
The cost is $6.00 plus $1.00 for mailing
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While in Grand Rapids for a com
mittee meeting to revise the Psalter
Hymnal of the Christian Reformed
Church, Calvin Seerveld found time to
lead a class in aesthetics at Calvin
College at the invitation ofICS alumnus
and Calvin associate professor ofphilo
sophy, Dr. Lambert Zuidervaart

Seerveld also put in a full two days at
Christian Broadcasting Network Uni
versity (CBNU) in Virginia Beach,
Virginia February 3 through 5. On Feb
mary 4, Seerveld led a seminar entitled,
“The ABC’s of Christian Aesthetics
Theory” which was open to drama,
journalism, TV, and film students. Later
that day he presented a seminar on the
“Birth of Christian Culture,” which he
followed with a third seminar on “The
Song of Solomon and the Bible as Liter
ature” on February 5. Seerveld’s fourth
seminar at CBNU, “The Role of the
Christian Artist” was open to the cam
pus and general public.

Seerveld spent February 10 through
12 at Sterling College in Kansas. Plans
to present a seminar to the literary
faculty at Calvin College February 20
were postponed when he spent the day
fogged in at Pearson International
Airport.

Seerveld reports that Dr. Philip K.

Kroeker, a music professor at Taylor
University in Upland, Indiana as well as
Dr. Zuidervaart at Calvin College, and
faculty at CBNU have all expressd an
interest in using his book, Rainbowsfor
the Fallen World as textbooks in their
classes.

James Olthuis led a marriage enrich
ment seminar at Morningside-High Park
Presbyterian Church in Toronto on Jan
uary 27 in which 12 couples represent
ing Baptist, United, and Presbyterian
denominations participated. Olthuis is
on sabbatical from ICS this year.

George Vandervelde spent Febru
ary 6 through 10 at a Liberation Theology
conference held in the Vancouver area,
and February 14 through 17 at a college
and university student retreat organized
by the CRC Ontario campus chaplains
where he spoke on spirituality.

On February 20, Hendrik Hart
addressed Christian teachers in Barrie
on ways of looking at scripture that can
help them to be better vehicles for the
gospel in modern culture.

Harry Fernhout successfully de
fended his doctoral thesis under the title,
“Moral Autonomy and Faith Commit
ment: Conflict or Integrality?” at the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Educa
tion on December 20. For further details

see the article on Femhout’s thesis
included in this issue.

Paul Marshall has had several art
icles published recently. “Is Technology
Out of Control?” was printed in the
September 1984 issue of Crux put out
by Regent College in Vancouver, B.C.
this winter. “Work and Rest— A Theo
logical Approach” appeared in Togethei
A Journal of World Vision Interna
tional in the January-March 1986 issue.
In The Banner, Marshall posed the
question, “Is There a Calvinist Politics”
for the December 2, 1985 edition. He
also contributed to a Banner article
entitled, “If Christ Tarries, What
Then?” with a piece on church and state
relations in Canada andthe U.S. for the
January 6 issue.

In December and January, Marshall
attended meetings in Hamilton, Ont.
and Grand Rapids, Mich. as part of a
committee considering beginning a re
formed university.

On February 6, he spoke at Ontario
Theological Seminary on “Differing
Views of Faith and Politics.” He also
attended the annual Jubilee conference,
sponsored by the Coalition for Christian
Outreach, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
February 21 through 23.

In February, Marshall worked with
Brian Stiller, executive director of
Evangelical Fellowship of Canada
(EFC) in preparing EFC’s response to
EqualityforAll, the report by the Parlia
mentary committee looking into equality
rights.

To wrap up the month of February,
Marshall spoke to an Intervarsity group
in Guelph on Christian involvement in
politics before leaving on February 28
for a three-day speaking engagement in
Thunder Bay, Ont.

December’s telethon found board members Aukje Masselinlç Derk Pierik and
Herman Praamsma hard at work.

Keeping up with ICS Faculty
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Education
Program is
Ready for
Fall Debut

By the fall of 1986, the Institute
plans to have in place an education
program which will eventually lead to
the master’s degree.

The program has been developed by
Dr. Harry Femhout who is currently
teaching an evening course on contem
porary Christian philosophy of education
atICS.

According to Femhout, the program
will address the academic and profes—
sional development needs of practicing
educators.

A range of courses will be offered in
areas such as philosophy of education,
curriculum theory and practice, educa
tional psychology, and administration.
The goal of these courses is to help
teachers deepen their understanding of
important educational concerns, in a
manner consistently informed by a
Christian vision of the nature and pur
pose of education.

10 half-courses

The education program will consist
of 10 half-courses (one-semester in
length) including two in Biblical Foun
dations, two in Philosophical Founda
tions, four in education, and two in
research or a development paper or
project

The entire program can be com
pleted on a part-time basis over a six-
year period. Courses will be offered in
the evening during the fall and winter
terms, and a summer program is also
being planned. The courses will be
taught by ICS faculty and adjunct facul
ty or part-time instructors who have
appropriate areas of expertise.

Normal admission requirements
include an appropriate undergraduate
degree and professional training with a
minimum of a B average.

To serve educators

With this program, ICS seeks to
serve Christian educators teaching in
schools affiliated with Christian Schools
International as well as those who teach

Meet a New
Student:

Priscilla Reimer

“The modern art historian avoids all
metaphysical speculation. In much

of the Western world, and especially in
the United States, art history today is
nonphiosophicaL”

“In theory, the art historian should
assume the functions of all aspects of
criticism, but in practice, at least in the
20th century, art history has tended to be
restricted in scope to historical criticism.
The modem art historian’s avoidance of
re-creative and judicial criticism can
perhaps be explained by his fear ofbeing
labeled unscientific. . . .“ (W. Eugene
Kleinbauer in his Introduction to Modern
Perspectives in Western Art History.)

Kleinbauer’s characterization of
modern art historiography describes my
experience. My previous studies lacked
the scope and depth, or vision, that I
would have desired. It is my conviction
that art history at its best is not a purely
scientific endeavor. What attracted me
to the Institute, therefore, is its integra
tional and interdisciplinary approach to
scholarship.

I made a substantial commitment to
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship as an
undergraduate student leader, to the
point where, at times, my studies took
second place on my list of priorities. It
was through interaction with other Chris
tian students and IV staff that the impor

in schools which belong to the Associa
tion of Christian. Schools International
(ACSI). Christians teaching in public
schools would also find this program
enriching and beneficial.

While ICS’s primary goal is to en
courage teachers to pursue the full
master’s program, teachers may be in
terested in enrolling in selected courses
for purposes such as obtaining credit
toward a specific teacher’s certificate, or
toward professional and salary advance
ment

ICS has approached the Ontario
Ministry of Colleges and Universities to
amend its Charter in order to allow ICS
to grant the master in education degree.

tance of integrating faith and life became
an issue for me. The Institute’s commit
ment to integrally Christian scholarship
is helping me in this ongoing process of
integration.

Our pursuit of industrialization and
technology have created a world that is
often devoid of beauty, that lacks a
human, creative touch, a world where
work is often pure drudgery. We have too
long denied or denigrated the aesthetic
side of life and in so doing we deny one of
God’s good gifts. My studies at the
Institute are a time of preparation for
what I hope will be a career in some field
of art education. I am motivated to serve
in this way by a desire to help unpack, to
open up God’s gift of the arts.

Priscilla Reimer is an aesthetics
student at ICS.

And from a former student...

when I made my decision in
1982 to continue my studies at CUA
(Catholic University of America) after
two years at ICS, I did so in part because
the dean of the School of Philosophy at
CUA, after receiving information about
ICS, told me that almost a full year’s
worth of class credits from my studies at
ICS could be transferred toward my
class requirements for the Ph.D. This
has now in fact happened and I thought
you would like to know of at least one
more school that accepts ICS’s class
work as valid transfer credits (and this
was before ICS was accredited!).”

GeorgeN Pierson, Lanham Maryland

Priscilla Reimer
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In the latest issue of Perspective we
showed pictures of several students who
had just received their master’s degrees
from ICS. We are now happy to say that
the research theses of several of these
people, each running to about 100 pages,
have been duplicated and are available
for purchase at a price set to cover our
costs. This way we give you the chance
to see first-hand the research our grad
uate students do, and give you the oppor
tunity, to benefit directly from their
scholarship.

James Prall wrote his thesis under
the supervision of Henkrik Hart under
the interesting title, “Computers and
Natural Language: Will They Find
Happiness Together?” Prall looks at the
fascinating subject of artifical intelli
gence as both a philosopher and a
serious computer hobbyist. He wonders
whether ordinary thought processes and

( ) ordinary human language can be used by
computers instead of the highly formal
ized language they now require. He
explains and then criticizes the “Chinese
room” example that philosopher John
Searle uses to clarify the issues. Prall
thinks that computers can go beyond
formalism and employ non-formal
methods, but holds that computers will
never be able to show the human trait of
empathy.

The other four theses recently dupli
cated are all in the area of philosophical
theology and were written under the
supervision of James Olthuis. Gordon
Wilson chose to study the work of Uni
versity of Toronto professor Donald
Dwight Evans on the nature of personal
faith, in relation to what it means to be a
human person. Evans has moved in his
thinking from a naturalistic analytical
philosophy to a more existential under
standing of religi,on as the fundamental
direction of a person’s life. Wilson’s
work is part of a long-term study at ICS
on the meaning of humanness, with its
many implications for our lives as well

, as for the study of psychology, sociology,
education and the like. Wilson is now
studying for the doctor’s degree at the
University ofToronto’s Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education.

John Chapko did his master’s degree
research on a related subject, the excit
ing ideas on human development of
James W. Fowler of Emory University
in Georgia. In his theory on stages of
personal faith Fowler has attempted to
coordinate a vast amount of infdrmation
on faith and human development by
using a two-dimensional model which
identifies faith as a mode of being and as
a mode of knowing. Chapko presents
constructive criticism of Fowler’ s ideas
and offers some ideas of his own which
could improve the clarity and focus of
Fowler’s ideas, which are sometimes
unfocused and ambiguous.

Gary Shahinian, who came to ICS
after receiving the Master ofTheological
Studies Degree from Calvin Seminary,
studied the problem of evil: how can you
believe in a loving and omnipotent God
in the face of overwhelming evil which
exists in the world? He was interested in
the “process theology” ofDavid Griffin,
who teaches at the Claremont School of
Theology, and how his understanding of
the relation between God and evil arises
out of his worldview. Gary concludes
with his own views on evil and how we
come to know evil. His aim is to discover
for himself and to help readers of his
thesis discover how best to understand
the problem of evil in a way that elicits
praise to God. Shahinian is now study
ing for the Ph.D. at ICS.

Stephen Shaw’ s thesis is the result of
his effort to try to understand the struc
ture of the thought of the important
British theologian John Hick. Shaw
especially studied Hick’s books “Faith
and Knowledge” (1957), “Evil and the
Love of God” (1966), and “Death and
Eternal Life” (1976). Over these 20
years Hick’s thought changed very much,
and Shaw explored whether Hick’s later
ideas contradicted his earlier work.
Shaw concludes that there is an under
lying philosophical unity to Hicks thought
which he identifies as “evolutionary
monism”. Steve Shaw is now back at his
home base in England working with
College House, a campus ministry at
Cambridge University, for which he
gained valuable experience teaching

Christian worldview courses in Toronto
as part of the ICS campus outreach
program.

These four theology theses show
something of the kind of study that ICS
theologian James Olthuis is doing. These
studies combine dealing with important
problems in today’s world along with
coming to understand in a systematic
way the thinking of important contemp
orary theologians. The problems deal
with human issues that cast light on what
it means to be a human person. The
method is to understand the fundamental
structure of a person’s thinking in per
sonal and historical context, and to
identify strong points and weak points in
that thinking. This way students learn
how to gain sharp insight into a person’s
thinking in terms of the worldview that
gives it coherence, to clarify their own
thinking, and to present their own ideas
in such a way as to build on what the
important scholars offer. The better
theses then become public so that others
can benefit from ICS graduate student
research, as well as from the research
done by the professors.

Serving Through
Public Education
by Robert E. VanderVennen

Board member Henry Lunshof busy
raising funds for ICS at December
telethon.
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Dr. Gerald T. Sheppard gave a stim
ulating, spirited talk on Fundamentalism
and Pentecostalism to a small ICS group
December 11. Sheppard, professor at
Emmanuel College, University of
Toronto, addressed Dr. George Vander
velde’s Ecclesiology class and a few
other interested Junior Members on his
paper, “Pentecostals and the Hermen
uetics of Dispensationalism: The
Anatomy of an Uneasy Relationship.”

Sheppard believes Pentecostals
have uncritically adopted Fundamen
talist doctrines such as dispensational
premillennialism because of a lack of
imagination in developing their own
biblical insights. Historically, Pente
costals have not been very concerned
about doctrinal issues. But in the last few
decades, in order to gain more respect-
ability with Fundamentalist churches,
they have added on doctrines to their
emphasis on spiritual gifts.

Sheppard, from a Pentecostal back
ground himself, laments the fact that
Fundamentalist literalistic hermeneutics
have been accepted by Pentecostals.
Pentecostals lack the commitment to a
modern scientific view of reality that
Fundamentalists share with “Liberals”
in Sheppard’s view. Thus Pentecostals
have the potential to find more imagina
tive and meaningful ways of using and
understanding the Bible, which are vitally
needed with biblical interpretation today.

But adoption of Fundamentalist doc
trines shows a failure of Pentecostals to
move beyond their own emotional and
social group dynamics to broader out-
working of their Christianity, Sheppard
says.

Charismatic movement died out

According to Sheppard, the charis
matic movement within traditionally
doctrinal churches largely died out in the
late seventies because of the same fail
ure to apply an emotional experience of
Christianity into more practical and
lasting frameworks.

As with Charismatics, Pentecostals
are usually dependent on a charismatic
leader who acts as a prophet assuring the
group of their special spirituality. Pente
costal group identity and personal
emotional expression provide a sense of
belonging, safety, and meaning in other
wise chaotic and desperate settings such
as Guatemala and the ghettos of New
York City. In such places Pentecostal
churches have amazing vitality and
growth.

Sheppard believes such a fresh view
of the Bible should get the church beyond
doctrinalism or spiritualism. And it
should challenge the church to be more
than “mainstream” as many liberal 4
churches call themselves. It must imag
inatively challenge us with a vision oflife
beyond scientific reason, emotional
euphoria, or good intentions.

Gary Duim is a political theory student
at ICS.

ICS Booth
at Jubilee
by Hariy J. Kits

Staff, students, and friends of the
ICS were present at the recent Jubilee
conference in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Sponsored by the Coalition for Christian
Outreach in Pittsburgh, the conference
drew over 2000 young people from all
over the eastern half of the U.S. to
“examine the meaning of the Lordship of
Christ and the Kingdom of God in our
lives as Christians.”

ICS had a display table set up for (recruiting purposes staffed by Carol-
Ann Veenkamp and Harry Kits who
were busy during much of the weekend
with discussing programs at ICS, pro
moting ICS books, papers, and master’s
theses, and encouraging people to be on
the mailing list Other members of the
ICS community mingled with the
crowds, renewing old acquaintances,
planning further events, and saying hello
to former and present board members,
IC S members, and former students.

Exciting atmosphere

There was an excitement in the air as
students, many of whom do not attend a
Christian college, found out how to inte
grate their Christian faith with their
studies. The reformed perspective on life
permeated the lectures and seminars,
providing a natural background for pro
moting graduate studies at IC S from that
same perspective.

The late Pete Steen was in many
ways the driving force behind the Coali
tion and Jubilee. In that capacity, he
served as one of the major student re (cruiters of the ICS. His work lived on in
Jubilee 1986 and provided an opportun
ity for ICS to continue to be presented as
a graduate school with a difference. ]

Sheppard Awaits Fresh View
by Gary Duim

7.

Despite the failures of Pentecostal
ism and the deadness ofFundamentalism
in interpreting the Bible, Sheppard, him
self an Old Testament scholar, believes
we are on the verge of fresh and exciting
ideas about the Bible. There is such a
vacuum in biblical scholarship today
that something new has to be swept in.

Sheppard makes a point.
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- by Dave Woods
Richard Middleton was talking at the

Discovery conference held last Novem
ber about rereading the Bible. When
asked by somebody about what to do to
get into a Christian perspective, he didn’t
say read The Transforming Vision (the
book he coauthored with Brian Walsh)
but reread the Bible. I think that showed
a lot of faith. There really is more good
stuff in the scriptures than we tend to
think. It really has more things to say
that are new, exciting, liberating, beauti
ful and true-to-life if we have eyes to see
and ears to hear. That is, if the Holy
Spirit frees us from the slavery of reading
the Bible to say what we want it to say, of
supporting our prejudices. Or from the
monotony of reading every passage so
that all it can say is that we should be
evangelising more — my experience as a
British evangelical!

Which is not to deny that there are
also hard sayings and difficult passages.
I think we need to live with them and
resist the temptation to explain them
away. It really just isn’t clear to me in

( this passage, for instance, why the Lord
‘sends such a harsh plague to punish

Israel so that 70,000 people die, even
once we realize that it’s a punishment
not just for the census but more for
Israel’s arrogant rebellions under
Absalom and Sheba, spurning God’s
anointed King, his precious gift to them
of David.

But let’s go back to “rereading the
Bible”. Somebody at the conference
complained that although many Chris
tians liked to look to Jesus and conclude
that only disarmament is a truly Christian
policy, peace through strength may be
just as biblical. After all, what about
Israel in the Old Testament!

I think she is mistaken. Though the
Israelites could hardly be said to be
averse to war, the thrust of the Old
Testament as far as military matters is
concerned could be summed up in Paul’s
confession to the Corinthians that”when
I am weak, then I am strong”, (2 Cor.
12:10). It’s peace through the Lord’s
strength. Didn’t God say that Israel
wasn’t to have horses and chariots (the
latest military technology of the day)
and didn’t he ensure that Israel would
only have a small professional army by
exempting anyone who’djust built a new
house, orjust planted a vineyard, or was

just about to get married, . . or afraid?
Because:

“...the lord your God is the one who
goes with you to fight for you against
your enemies to give you victory”
(Deut. 20:4)
And won’t you know it!

It’s peace through justice, peace
through walking in the Lord’s way, or
perhaps we could say peace through
faith. God tells Israel in Leviticus 26
that when they walk in his ways in their
life, when they look to him for strength
and protection, realizing in faith that he
is their strength and shield, and that his
powerful spiritual forces — remember
Elisha’s horses and chariots of fire in 2
Kings Ch.6 (“Those who are with us are
more than those who are with them”) —

are what in the end is going to ensure
victory for them on the day of battle.
Israel could easily have echoed Paul’s
words that our fight is not against flesh
and blood (Eph. 6), not is it only with
flesh and blood either.

If we look back at the two chapters
preceding Chapter 24 we can see how
this was fulfilled for Israel during the
time of David. Chapter 22 is one long
psalm ofpraise to God who delivered the
king from the hands of all his enemies.

It finishes:
“He gives his king great victories;
he shows unfailing kindness to his
anointed, to David and his descen
dants for ever.” (2 Sam. 22:5)

And David wasn’t just “spiritual
ising’. Chapter 23 gives us documentary
evidence of how the Lord blessed his
king militarily, such as his so-called
“Mighty Men”, thirty or so mighty
warriors who singlehandedly killed hun
dreds of the enemy, and turned — on at
least two occasions that are recorded in
battles against the Philistines — what
looked like certain defeat with the Israel
ites in rout, into victories!

Which is why, because it wasn’t just
spiritualising, because it really had been
true in the experience of Israel and
David their king that God could be
trusted, that the military census of
Chapter 24 were such a rejection of
God, such a negation of faith. The king
Wants to boast about, and find security in
the number of potential fighting men,
rather than in his God.

Verse 10 says:
“David was conscience-stricken after
he had counted the fighting men, and
he said to the Lord: I have sinned
greatly with what I have done. Now,
0 Lord, I beg you, take away the
guilt of your servant. I have done a
very foolish thing.”

(Notice David says: “I have sinned
greatly. . .“, whereas after his other sin—
the one we all know about — with Bath
sheba, he only says, confessing to
Nathan, “I have sinned”. Yet which do
we tend to remember?)

How easily God’s love and kindness
in the past were forgotten, the vulner
ability of living by faith given up to
embrace a more cynical way of living
and ruling.

And as we know in our own lives,
things aren’t that different today.

Fortunately the king’s heart was still
open enough to hear the rebuke of God
and to recognize the magnitude of how
far he had strayed. It’s probably this
quality of David, amidst all his misjudg
ments, bunglings or sins, that led God to
call him “a man after my own heart”.

The chapter ends on a note of grace.

Yahweh was “grieved” (it says in
verse 16) because of the deaths caused
by the plague and told the angel afflicting
the people:

“Enough Withdraw your hand.
The angel of the Lord was then at
the threshing floor of Araunah the
Jebusite.”
This threshing floor later became the

site of the temple built by Solomon, the
place where God was to be visibly
present on earth, and so pointing ahead
to God’s more concrete presence and
greater mercy that was to come with
Christ

Militarily also, we need to receive his
mercy.

A meditation on 2 Samuel 24

Dave Woods is a political theoiy
student atIC’S andgave this meditation
at chapel.
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Development
Notes

byAileen
Van Ginkel

Reporting to you on financial matters
has never been as much fun as it has been
for the past few months. It’s great to see
the improvement in donations income
over last year. Here’s how it looks in
graph form (figures include income from
dues, general donations and the AACS
Foundation):

You may recall that ICS needed to
raise loan funds as well — $400,000
over three years, in fact. The response to
that need has been so good that we’re
asking persons who have loan funds
available to hold off with giving them to
us until next summer if possible. So far
we’ve already raised $212,000 in loans!

God’s faithfulness is coming through
in various ways at ICS. The increase in
donations income and the good response
to our loans request are concrete expres
sions of that faithfulness as it is shown
through our supporters.

Needless to say we’re extremely
thankful for the improvement in our
financial situation. We’re not”outofthe
woods” yet, but we’re very encouraged
about the likelihood of reaching our
goals for a balanced budget in 1988.

December’s telethon netted $20,000 and
members in addition to the board.

involved faculty and staff

1984-85
1985-86

Aileen Van Ginkel Dr. Clifford Pitt

The overall seven-month compari
son between this year and the last shows
an increase over last year of 40.6%.

Dr. Paul Marshall Dr. George Vandervelde
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Books and Theses available from ICS
I D S Computers and Natural Language: Will They Find Happiness $ 8.00

Together? by James W. Prall

(Bu11etiri Towards an IntegralAnthropology by Gordon P. Wilson $ 75.0

The Problem of Evil in David Griffin’s Process Theology by 8.00

_______

B0ard
Gary R. Shahinian

John Hick’s Evolutionary Monism by Stephen Shaw $ 7.50

_______

ICS annual meeting An Internal Critique ofthe Faith Development Theory ofJames $ 7.50

_______

The date for the ICS general member-
Fowler by John J. Chapko

ship meeting has been set for Saturday, Faith, Knowledge and Science. A SystematicExposition of $ 6.00

______

May 3 beginning at 2 p.m. Further the Thought ofMichael Polanyi by Harry Anastasiou
details will be announced in the next Bonhoeffer and Berkhouwer on the Worla Humans and Sin $ 8.50

_______

issue of Perspective, by Steve Bouma-Prediger

Call for nominations Dooyeweerd’s Theory ofPublic Justice by Jon Chaplin $ 8.50

_______

Members ofRegion 1 (B.C.), Region Commitment and Meaning in Biology: Michael Polanyi’s $ 6.50
7 (Central Ontario), andRegion8 (East- Critique ofReductionism by Tim DeJager-Seerveld
em Ontario/Eastern Canada) are invited Man, Faith and Religion in Bavinclç Kuyper and Dooyeweerd $ 6.00

_______

to submit nominations of members to by Harry Fernhout
serve on the ICS board of trustees. The
terms of office of Sam Van Randen A Critical Exposition ofJane Austen’s Persuasion by $ 8.50

_______

(Region 1), Leo Jonker (Region 8), and Carroll Ann Goon
Wietse Posthumus and Herman Praam- Trudeau’s Political Philosophy by John Hiemstra $ 6.00

_______

sma (Region 7) expire this summer. All Beliefs and the Scientific Enterprise by Clarence Joldersma $ 8.50

________

but Posthumus are eligible for re-elec

tion. Ballots will be sent out early in the The Spirituality ofLaboui Simone Weil’s Quest for $11.00

_______

summer. Transcendence by Joanna Selles-Roney

Nominees should be members in Pgul Tillich: His Anthropology by Terry Tollefson $ 7.50

_______

good standing ofthe ICS, must be Cana- Futurity and Creatiow Eschatological Theology of W $ 8.50

_______

(
,dian citizens, and must reside in your Pannenberg by Brian Walsh
region. If you’re not sure whether some- Kant’s Critique ofBeauty and Taste by Lambert Zuidervaart $14.50

_______

one is a member, or whether he or she
Recent Books from ICSlives within the boundaries of your

region, suggest his or her name anyway The Legacy ofHerman Dooyeweerd by Albert M. Wolters, $16.95
and we’ll check to make sure the nomi- James H. Olthuis, Calvin G. Seerveld, C. T. Mclntire, Paul
nation is valid. Marshall, Hendrik Hart

Dr. Pitt plans B.C. trip Thine Is the Kingdom by Paul Marshall $ 9.75

_______

Dr. Clifford C. Pitt will be travelling Human Rights Theories in Christian Perspective by $ 2.00

_______

in British Columbia from May 8 through Paul Marshall
16, and plans to visit the ICS support- Understanding Our World by Hendrik Hart $25.95

______

communities in the Bulkley Valley, Van- Rationality in the Calvinian Tradition by Hendrik Hart $22.50

_______

couver Island, and the Lower Mainland, and others
A special dinner will be held in Coquitlam

on May 9; other dinners may be held in The Transforming Visiow Shaping a Christian Worldview $ 9.75

_______

Victoria and Smithers. Watch for further by Brian Walsh and Richard Middleton
detaUs! Creation Regaineth Biblical Basics for a Reformational $11.25

_______

Summer conferences Warldview by Albert M. Wolters

A conference entitled “Christian History and Historical Understanding edited by C. T. Mclntire $ 9.95

_______

Faith, Health, and Medical Practice” and R Wells
Subtotalwill be held June 6 and 7 at ICS, 229

College Street, Toronto, Ontario with Please add 10% for mailing (mm. $1.00)
presentations by the Calvin College TOTAL (payment enclosed)
Center for Christian Scholarship. (Canadian funds or equivalent)

“Coping with Change” will be the
Name

_________________________________________________________

(-.\ subject of the 1986 Niagara Family
Conference to be held August 1 through Address

__________________________________________________________

4 at Niagara Christian College at Fort

__________________________________________

Postal CodeErie, Ontario. All are welcome. Plan to
be there! Order from ICS, 229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario M5 T 1 R4
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a.

Is your address correct?

Address change requested

Return postage guaranteed

k’eIsl2ectlW

“Christ opened up my heart;
ICS opened up my whole world to Him.”

“Although I had been a Christian for 5
years, I didn’t realize that all of life belongs
to Christ until I had enrolled at the graduate
school with a difference: the Institute for
Christian Studies.

“IC S strives to integrate faith and

City -

Postal Code

Areas of interest

learning, recognizing the Bible as ultimate
authority. ICS tackles tough questions
about what it means to be a Christian in
God’s world.

“IC S made the difference in my life; it
can change your life too.”

Province

Telephone ( )

newsletter (USPS 335-530) is published bi-monthly by the
Institute for Christian Studies, 229 College Street, Toronto.
Ontario, Canada M5T 1 R4. Telephone: (416) 979-2331.

ISSA 0384-8922. All other copies mailed under authorized
Second Class Keg. No. 2091, Tomnto, Canada. Send all
address changes and other inquiries directly to ICS, 229
College Street,Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5T lR4.

Paul Marshall is a
professor ofpolitical theory
and vice-president of the
Institute for Christian
Studies.

I2S
INSTITUTE
FOR CHRISTIAN
STUDIES

Discover why ICS is the graduate school with a difference.

Complete and return this coupon to: ICS, 229 College St., Toronto, Ont. M5T 1R4.

Name

Strt
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